S-38.115 Signaling Protocol
CAE routine – Spring 2003

LME Computer aided education for ISDN and SS#7

Practicals

- Room G 212
- Self-adjusting reservations
  - Reservations in groups of two (exactly two!)
  - Reservations made to the list on the door to the room G212
...and what do you do with the reserved time...?

- Two clearly marked computers in room G212
- Both contain the LM Ericsson computer learning package for ISDN and SS#7
  - A folder nearby defines the important parts
- Go through the program using the supplemental material as an aid
  - Do this with a friend (one friend only!)
    - There are 2 PC’s with two headsets attached to both of them -> max two persons can use the program simultaneously
    - Take notes, they may help you in preparing for the final exam

Computer problems

- Simple instructions (login id’s, necessary passwords etc.) attached to both computers
- If all else fails, cold boot the computer
- No on-line/on-site assistance available. Sorry!
- Any attempt to use the computers for other purposes will lead to a total termination of the CAE for the whole course.
Start early...

- There are 164 persons registered for the course
  - Pairing up leads to 82 pairs
  - So start early!!

Exercisce3 & Bonus Point

- Exercise3: 100 optional questions based on the self-studying software
- If 70% questions have been correctly solved, students will be rewarded +1p
- 2 persons’ group, but student should submit the answer individually.
- Deadline is April.9.
Standard Answer Sheet

- Standard Answer sheet is provided in the website.
- Only E-version answer will be accepted
- All the answers should be Capital letters.
- Q&A session will be give on April.9.
- **Note:** That’s the only way if you want to know the correct answer to those questions.